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Our electrolyzer Technology has the potential to be the cornerstone of a future hydrogen economy based on "green" hydrogen.
Our hydrogen system can convert renewable energy into clean fuels, which can be stored indefinitely for transportation,
residential and industrial applications

Energy Transition calls for
100% renewable energy systems
with Renewable Hydrogen, without fossil fuels
Environmental and energy
policies
focus on 3 objectives:

Why is green hydrogen so clean?

Decrease dependency
on oil, coal and
gassuppliers

Over the past ten years, ZXD Power has been
designing and developing electrolyzer system
based on ion exchange membrane (electrolyzer)
technology to generate green hydrogen. Our
electrolyzer requires only renewable energy and
water, with oxygen and water vapor being the
only byproducts. Global interest in green
hydrogen has grown rapidly in recent years. To
help meet demand and accelerate the global move
to net zero emissions, we quickly scaled up.

Increase air quality

Green hydrogen electrolyzers enables us to reduce
the cost of electrolyzer by improving economies
of scale in the next three years.

Fight climate change

Ion exchange membrane electrolyzer
from a brand you can trust.

•ZXD Power recognizes that one size does not fit
all applications. Our highly qualified team is able
to assemble a package of solutions to meet your
electrolytic equipment needs.
The AEM electrolyzer is based on ZXD Power's
patented vertical technology to ensure product
consistency with our other products.

• With unique vertical skid design,it can cope with thermal
expansion and simplify maintenance.In addition, the operation
reduces costs and improves safety.With embedded availability, there
is no single point of failure, making it a reliable and highly versatile
option.Modular system provides product flexibility
It has invention patents for electrolyzers and appearance patents in
35 major countries and regions around the world

Renewable hydrogen solutions
Key facts on hydrogen
HYDROGEN IS LIFE
• Hydrogen is the most common element around us. It makes up 75% of the
mass of the entire universe, in molecular forms such as water and organic
compounds.
• Hydrogen is the lightest and simplest element with the chemical symbol H and
atomic number 1. It consists of only one electron and one proton.
• Hydrogen is a gas (H2) at standard temperature and pressure, which can be
compressed or liquefied if needed.
• Hydrogen is carbon-free, exceptionally clean, lighter than air, odorless and nontoxic.

HYDROGEN IS WIDELY USED
• Hydrogen is safe to produce, store and transport.
• Hydrogen has been safely used for many decades in a wide range of
industrial applications:
- In chemical plants (ammonia) and refineries
- In industrial manufacturing (steel, float glass, semi-conductors)
- In power plants
- In the food industry for the hydrogenation of oils
• There is growing use of hydrogen in mobility for Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles
(FCEV).

Main industries consuming hydrogen
93% Ammonia production and oil refineries
6% Float glass, steel and semi-conductors
1% Power plants, oil hydrogenation and mobility

ZXD Power Efficient electrolyzer stack
Electrolyzer vessel includes electrolyzer stack, process equipment, hydrogen
purification and PLC control system. The power container includes the power
distribution in the equipment and the rectifier cabinet of the electrolyzer
Customers need to provide power supply and drinking water
quality.ZXD Power unit will be responsible for the rest of the
work.To get high purity hydrogen, and ready to be sent to the
end user's downstream process. Hydrogen is suitable for
hydrogen refueling stations(HFS), gas grid injection and any
other industrial processes requiring hydrogen.

ZXD POWER Inlaid structure electrolyzer unit for hydrogen
generation by water electrolysis-Proprietary technology

• Rapid response makes it
possible to participate in
the primary and secondary
grid balancing market
• The modular structure
allows flexible sizing using
proven technology and
design

Inspired by the Gothic
architectural structure, the
electrolyzer for hydrogen
generation by water
electrolysis is designed,
which has the characteristics
of stable structure and strong
bearing capacity.

Ion exchange membrane electrolyzer has the
advantage of rapid response to the typical
fluctuations of renewable energy power
generation
In comparison, the start-up time of traditional
alkaline water electrolysis is about 1 hour, which
makes our technology very suitable for grid
balancing and meeting energy shortages.

What is ion-exchange membrane
electrolyzer technology?
Produces clean green energy quickly
and reliably
As the world seeks to decarbonize,
hydrogen is becoming increasingly
important as an energy source.
Through our innovative anion
exchange membrane electrolyzer
technology, we invest in the
production and utilization of the
cleanest green hydrogen.

Why is green hydrogen so clean?
Our (AEM) electrolyzers use only renewable electricity
and water to produce green hydrogen through a process
called electrolysis. The generated green hydrogen can
be stored in the form of gas or liquid,and can be
released into the gas grid, used as a clean vehicle fuel,
or used in many industrial processes, significantly
reducing emissions from logistics and heavy industry.

Our electrolyser system is the perfect
partner for renewable energy.

Which type electrolyzer is suitable for you?
We're here to help you reach net zero

Hydrogen is the most abundant single
chemical element in the universe.
Although it exists on earth,they are not
in sufficient quantities to be captured
in a cost-competitive manner.
Therefore, in order to use the power of
hydrogen, it needs to be extracted
from hydrocarbons or water.

The net zero race is going on and we can
help win it.
Green hydrogen is a true zero-emission
fuel and the best solution for hard-todecarbonize industries.
Green hydrogen is the only truly clean
fuel on the market, making it the best
solution to the climate crisis.
Renewable energy cannot generate
electricity on demand, but our
electrolytic cell technology can convert
green electricity into green hydrogen for
storage and use when needed.
With the declining cost of renewable
electricity, more green hydrogen will be
produced.

ZXDPOWER electrolyzer adopts unique steel structure design, which can cope with thermal
expansion and simplify maintenance.In addition,the up and down differential pressure operation
reduces cost and improves safety.With embedded availability, there is no single point of failure,
making it a reliable and highly versatile option.The modular system provides product flexibility
and, crucially, is scalability to MW + with factory balance
Due to its modular
approach and scalability,
the MW standard module is
ideally suited to help many
industries achieve
decarbonization.
These modules are suitable
for some industries:

Transportation
LARGE-SCALE PEM
Train ELECTROLYSER PLANT
大型PEM电解槽设备
Green H2 for heavy vehicles
Green H2 for shipping
Energy
Decarburization heat

Grid balance
Industry
Refinery H2
Methanation
Green H2 renewable ammonia
Green H2 for renewable methanol

ZXDPOWER electrolyzer for hydrogen generation by water electrolysis , sustainable energy, sustainable design
As a participant committed to energy transformation, ZXD Power makes investment and technological innovation
in the production, and distribution of green hydrogen.

